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Food sector in Pakistan has seen signifi-

cant investment since last few years and is

growing at an exceptional rate. Innovations

and novel ideas in food making have always

evolved a great deal of monetary funding,

research findings, test examinations and then

a formal development. Food is definitely one

of the very sensitive industries following

pharmaceutics, as it involves human life,

health and its well being.

FAKT Exhibitions will be organizing the

9th International Food, Equipment and

Technology Exhibition and Conference

during 8th to 10th March 2013 at Expo

Centre, Lahore. 

Food and Technology 2013 is expected

to one of the most beneficial and vibrant

event in the food industry. The event is des-

ignated to share ideas to provide, discuss and

implement the best practices in favor of the

food industry where technology is incorpo-

rated to employ benchmark standards. Food

and Technology Pakistan 2013 can be a plat-

form for all the related industries as well, to

learn and communicate with the industry

professionals and get exposed to the cutting-

edge, modernized machinery and equip-

ments in food segment.

Food and Technology Pakistan 2013,

being the concurrent event with 3P-Plas

Print Pack Pakistan, the show attracts more

than 30 countries to participate and experi-

ence the happening with over 300 compa-

nies to exhibit.  With an ever growing

number of quality trade visitors, the event is

believed to have innumerable opportunities

with all the successive elements.

Along with the exhibition, the confer-

ence will enlighten the listeners with the

insights of the food and technology industry.

Speakers with proficient expertise will

acknowledge and impart their learning,

experiences and deduce forthcoming trends

to the audiences. The question and answer

session at the end of the conference will pro-

vide an opportunity to discuss in-depth

potential this sector endures.

Food and Technology Pakistan 2013 is

one promising event of its kind which is

organized every year to make Pakistan’s

food industry to compete and follow high

standardization and promote innovation. 

The successive event will provide as the

best platform to network, make business and

meet the leading brands to support and

work for the common interest of food and

health provisions. 

The 9th International Food and

Technology Pakistan 2013 will undoubtedly

be one lucrative prospect for the opportunity

seekers. �

F+ T Pakistan 2013
International Food, Equipment
and Technology Exhibition &
Conference

Mr. Saleem Khan Tanoli, CEO FAKT; Mr. Mansha Ullah Butt Advisor to C.M; Mr. Shakeel Ahmed,
Chairman PPMA and other dignitaries at F+T Pakistan 2012 at Expo Centre Lahore.


